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Johnny Gunther was only seventeen years old when he died of a brain tumor. During the months of

his illness, everyone near him was unforgettably impressed by his level-headed courage, his wit and

quiet friendliness, and, above all, his unfaltering patience through times of despair. This deeply

moving book is a father&#39;s memoir of a brave, intelligent, and spirited boy.
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Adrienne Guidry Mrs. Smith American Lit/6th 14 May 2001 Book Review In John Gunther's Death

Be Not Proud he gives the detailed fathers point of view of his sons struggle to live. His son Johnny

is diagnosed with a brain tumor at the age of sixteen and has a very small chance of living to see his

next birthday. While Gunther tries to be objective throughout the book his pain shows through quite

often as he depicts the horror and pain that his son had to endure. Gunther mainly centers around

his son, and his strong will to live and his study of everything. His son loves to learn he was

constantly, even when very ill diligently working on his schoolwork. He always wanted to know

more, and then the more he knew he only wanted to know more. The book is a memoir of his trials

during his son's illness. While he and his wife try to be strong for their son, Gunther is adamant in

stating that his wife was the glue that held the family together. He constantly gives her more credit

than anyone in making Johnny's last months peaceful and full of life. The shear audacity that is

shown by Johnny when he is faced by death is amazing to me. I really consider the strength shown



by this family to make this book worth reading. Just to see the way this family came together and

loved one another in the worst of time is amazing to me. I found it very comforting to know that even

though horrible things do happen someone was strong enough to let the rest of the world know that

life goes on. The world does not end and the person who is ill can only go to a better place. I think

that throughout the book Gunther foreshadows his son's death with the comments he makes. He

may not conceal it like some other authors but the message still gets sent loud and clear.
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